Positive Behavior Support Implementation Plan
Classroom Implementation of PBS:


Teach the monthly character trait using the lesson provided on a day and time of your choosing
near the beginning of the month. Integrate the Character Trait picture books found in the Teacher
Resource section of the Library into your whole group and small group lessons to reinforce the
monthly traits while teaching reading skills and strategies.

Daily:


All faculty and staff will hand out Blaze Bucks when they see students exhibiting positive behaviors.



Students will store these tickets in a designated place in their classroom and redeem them on
reward coupons used in the classroom (lunch bunch, sit in the teacher’s chair, sock day etc.).

Weekly:


The teachers will choose ONE student weekly who is exhibiting the monthly trait as the Student
of the Week. They will be recognized on the classroom newsletter.



Teachers will write their student’s name on the Student of the Week ticket and place in the Office
folder to go in a bucket for the quarterly drawing



Teachers will display the student’s name (and other info of their choice) on the Student of the
Week poster displayed in the classroom.

Quarterly: (at the mid-point in the quarter)


2 students from each grade level will be drawn to be the Students of the Quarter. They will get a
special lunch with the Principal and have their picture taken for the newspaper and the school
website.



Teachers will send home 1 positive note for each child per quarter on the provided postcard

School Wide Blaze Buck Party:


Students will redeem 25 Blaze Bucks to be admitted to the Blaze Buck Party (2x/year)

Media Center Implementation of PBS:


Mrs. Bozeman will read aloud a picture book that corresponds with the monthly character trait
during your library time once per month and discuss how that trait is demonstrated in the book.

Cafeteria Implementation of PBS:


Lunchroom aides will hand out Blaze Bucks to individual students demonstrating good behavior.



Students will redeem them in the classroom.

Bus Implementation of PBS:


Students will receive Bus Bucks from the bus driver for exhibiting good behavior on the bus.



Teachers will place the Bus Bucks in the Office bag daily for Ms. Pope to place in the bucket.



The News Crew will draw TEN students each week (Thursdays) and they will get ice cream on Friday.
Mrs. Steffen will submit a list of names to the cafeteria for the workers to check off as they get ice
cream.

